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ABSTRACT
Recently, there are an abundant amount of urban vehicle trajectory data that is collected in the urban
road networks. Many previous researches use different algorithms, especially based on machine
learning, to analyze the patterns of the urban vehicle trajectories. Unlike previous researches which
used discriminative modelling approach, this research suggests a generative modelling approach to
learn the underlying distributions of the urban vehicle trajectory data. A generative model for urban
vehicle trajectory can produce synthetic vehicle trajectories similar to the real vehicle trajectories.
This model can be used for vehicle trajectory reproduction and private data masking in trajec-
tory privacy issues. This research proposes TrajGAIL; a generative adversarial imitation learning
framework for urban vehicle trajectory generation. In TrajGAIL, the vehicle trajectory generation
is formulated as an imitation learning problem in a partially observable Markov decision process.
The model is trained by the generative adversarial framework which use the reward function from
the adversarial discriminator. The model is tested with different datasets, and the performance
of the model is evaluated in terms of dataset-level measures and trajectory-level measures. The
proposed model showed exceptional performance compared to the baseline models.
Keywords: Urban vehicle trajectories, Trajectory data analysis, Generative model, Generative ad-
versarial imitation learning
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INTRODUCTION
Rapid advancements in location sensing and wireless communication technology enabled us to
collect and store a massive amount of spatial trajectory data, which contain geographical locations
of moving objects with their corresponding passage times (1). Over the last decade, considerable
progress has been made in collection, pre-processing, and analysis of trajectory data. Also, the
trajectory data analysis has been applied in various research areas including behavioral ecology,
transportation engineering, and urban planning (2, 3).
In transportation engineering, urban vehicle trajectory data are collected and analyzed
based on the location sensors installed inside of vehicles or at the roadside. This high-resolution
mobility data of individual users in urban road networks offer unprecedented opportunities to un-
derstand vehicle movement patterns in urban traffic networks. This provides rich information on
both aggregate flows and disaggregate travel behaviors. The aggregate flows include the origin-
destination matrix and cross-sectional traffic volumes. The disaggregate travel behaviors include
user-centric travel experiences, namely speed profile and travel time experienced by individual ve-
hicles, as well as system-wide spatio-temporal mobility patterns, such as origin-destination pairs,
routing pattern distributions, and network traffic states (4).
Among many research problems in the urban vehicle trajectory data analysis, location pre-
diction problem draws the attention of many researchers because of its applicability to Location-
Based Services (LBSs) (5, 6). In this problem, researchers analyze large amounts of trajectories
of vehicles moving in an urban traffic network and make predictions on the future location of the
subject vehicle. This problem can be classified into two categories based on the target prediction
variables. The first category is the next location prediction problem. In (7) and (8), the authors
proposed algorithms to predict the next Point-of-Interest (POI). Also, in (9), the urban network is
partitioned into zones based on the trajectory clustering, and the authors used the Recurrent Neural
Network to predict the next zones. The second category is the destination prediction problem. In
(10), for example, the authors proposed a multi-step approach to predict the most probable routes to
the destination. Also, in (11), an algorithm to predict the destination with sparse data is proposed.
Most of the studies in vehicle trajectory data analysis including studies on next location
prediction use machine learning methods. Recurrent neural networks, for example, is used by
many previous researches due to its capability of modelling sequential data. In machine learning,
there are two main approaches: the discriminative approach and the generative approach. A dis-
criminative model learns a direct map from input X to output (label) Y or posterior probability
P(Y |X), which is the conditional probability of each label Y given the input variable X . It is only
the decision boundaries between labels that a discriminative model actually learns. In contrast, a
generative model captures the joint probability P(X ,Y ) or P(X), which is the underlying distribu-
tion of input variable X . As the name implies, a generative model can generate new (synthetic)
data that is sampled from the underlying distributions of the given data set.
Recently, data generations based on the generative models are getting more and more im-
portant since the process of data generation plays significant role in various research fields (12).
The data generation is mainly used for two reasons. The first reason is the lack of real data. In
many research fields, the data collection is very costly that it is not able to collect enough data. As
a result, it is important to generate synthetic data based on a limited number of data. The second
reason is the issue with the privacy and confidentiality of the real data. Many types of data con-
tain personal information such as gender, name, and credit card usages. By using data generation
model, the real data can be replaced with synthetic data with reasonable level of similarity.
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The urban vehicle trajectories corresponds to both reasons mentioned above. Although
there are many sources of urban vehicle trajectories, the collected dataset does not represent all ve-
hicles in the network. Some kind of reproduction methods should be used to match the population.
Also, the urban vehicle trajectory data contains privacy-sensitive information. When it comes to
publishing the data to the public or a third party for data analysis, these personal information pose
serious privacy concerns (13). As a result, it is necessary to develop a data generator for urban ve-
hicle trajectories, which can reproduce synthetic urban vehicle trajectories with similar statistical
properties.
It is possible to use the models developed in the next location prediction problem for data
generation. However, most of the previous studies on the next location prediction problem used
discriminative modeling approaches. Some previous studies use the generative modeling approach,
but the training procedures of these studies are designed similarly to a discriminative modeling ap-
proach. In these studies, the next locations is treated as labels and the model is trained to predict
one or two next locations. The models with discriminative modeling approach may capture some
useful patterns in vehicle trajectories, but the accuracy declines when the models are used in gen-
erative manner. (14).
In this context, it is necessary to develop a generative model for urban vehicle trajectories.
Also, the training procedure should be properly designed. A well-trained generative model for ur-
ban vehicle trajectories should be able to create realistic synthetic data. The generated trajectories
should be similar to the real vehicle trajectories generated by human drivers. In the training pro-
cedure, it is important to consider the next locations, as suggested in the models of next location
prediction problems, and overall similarity of a whole vehicle trajectory to learn the underlying
distribution of the given data.
Recently, there were remarkable breakthroughs in generative models based on deep learn-
ing. Deep generative models were considered to be difficult due to the intractable probabilistic
computations in training. In (15), a new generative model called Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) is proposed to overcome the difficulty in training. GANs use an adversarial discriminator
that distinguishes whether a sample is from real data or generated by a generator. The competition
between generator and discriminator is formulated as a minimax game; as a result, when the model
is converged, the optimal generator would be able to produce synthetic sample data similar to the
original data. The generative adversarial learning framework is used in many research fields such
as image generation (16), audio generation (17), and molecular graph generation (18).
Training a generative model for urban vehicle trajectory data can be considered as an imi-
tation learning problem. Imitation learning aims to train a model that acts like a given expert. The
generation of urban vehicle trajectory can be considered as a sequential decision-making process.
Bby imitating the decision-making process of a given dataset, or an expert dataset, the generator
can reproduce synthetic data. One approach of imitation learning is called Inverse Reinforcement
Learning (IRL). IRL learns the underlying reward function of the given expert and use reinforce-
ment learning to generate samples similar to expert’s demonstrations.
By combining the idea of IRL that learns the expert’s underlying reward function and the
idea of generative adversarial framework, in (19) proposed Generative Adversarial Imitation Learn-
ing (GAIL). The discriminator of GAIL distinguish whether a given sample is a real or synthetic
data. And GAIL uses the classification probability as a reward function.
This study proposes TrajGAIL, a generative adversarial imitation learning (GAIL) model
for urban vehicle trajectory data. We formulate the urban vehicle trajectory generation as the
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imitation learning problem and use the framework of GAIL to train the trajectory data generator.
TrajGAIL is capable of generating synthetic vehicle trajectories with distributional similarities
with a given dataset.
METHODOLOGY
Problem Formulation
The objective of TrajGAIL is to generate urban vehicle trajectories that are similar to the real
vehicle trajectories. Here, the similarity can be interpreted as not only sequence element-wise
similarity, but also an overall similarity of a whole sequence and a distributional similarity over a
trajectory dataset.
Let Tra j =
(
(x1,y1, t1), ...,(xN ,yN , tN)
)
be an urban vehicle trajectory, where (xi,yi, ti) is
the (x,y)-coordinates and timestamp t for the ith point of the trajectory. Many previous studies
suggest that raw coordinates (latitude and longitude) are implausible for trajectory analysis, so it
is necessary to pre-process these coordinates and match them to a predefined set of locations. (9),
(20), and (14) used partitioned networks, so-called cells or zones. However, in this study, we use
road links as the predefined set similar to (8) and (21) to model microscopic behaviors in urban
road networks. As a result, the vehicle trajectory is rewritten as a sequence of link ID:
Tra j =
(
(x1,y1, t1), ...,(xN ,yN , tN)
)≡ ((l1, t1), ...,(lM, tM))= LinkSeq (1)
As previous studies suggest (9, 14), it is almost impossible to model the conditional prob-
ability over a whole trajectory, P
(
Tra j)
)
. One way to resolve this problem is to use a sequential
model based on Markov property.
P
(
Tra j
)
= P
(
(lM, tM), ...,(l1, t1)
)
(2)
= P
(
(lM, tM)|(lM−1, tM−1), ...,(l1, t1)
)× ...×P((l2, t2)|(l1, t1)) ·P((l1, t1))
(3)
= P
(
(lM, tM)|(lM−1, tM−1)
)× ...×P((l2, t2)|(l1, t1))×P((l1, t1)) (4)
One way to model vehicle trajectories with Markov property is to use a Markov Decision
Process (MDP). An MDP is a discrete-time stochastic control process based on Markov Property
(22). This provides a mathematical framework for modeling sequential decision makings. A MDP
is defined with four variables : (S,A,T,R), where S is a set of states, A is a set of possible actions,
T (S,a,S′) is a transition model, and R(s,a) is a reward function that gives reward value of given
state and action. The transitional model represents the effect of each action on the current state. If
it is stochastic, it can also be denoted as P(S′|S,a). A policy (piθ ) is defined as a θ -parameterized
function that maps states to a action in deterministic case (piθ (s)→ a), or a function that calculates
the probability distribution over actions
(
piθ (s) = P(a|s)
)
in stochastic case. The objective of
the optimization of MDP is to find the optimal policy which maximizes the expected cumulative
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rewards.
piθ∗ = argmax
θ
E
[ ∞
∑
t=0
γ t ·R(s,a)
]
(5)
where piθ∗ is the optimal policy with parameter θ ∗, a is a sampled action from piθ (s), and γ is the
discount rate of future rewards.
The definition of four variables of MDP is crucial to the performance of the trained policy
model. The states (s) should have enough information to make a correct decision on the next action
(a). And the transition model T should be well specified for transition of states. Finally, the the
reward function R to give proper training signal to the model.
In TrajGAIL, the vehicle movement in a road network is formulated as an MDP. The sim-
plest choice of the variables for MDP is to use the physical components of the road network besides
the reward function. We can set road segments as states, and transition between segments as ac-
tions. In this case, the transition model can be defined as a mapping function from the current state
and the selected action to the next state T : (s,a)→ s′.
A set of vehicle trajectories collected in a road network is a result of an abundant number
of decision makings of drivers in the road network. In other words, it is a result of the genera-
tion and distribution of trips, as well as the assignment of the routes. In this perspective, a road
segment alone as a state is not a sufficient information for a model to make a right decision on
the next action, or vehicle movement. The model needs more information such as the origin, the
destination, the trip purpose, and the current traffic states. The problem is that these variables may
be unobservable in some instances.
FIGURE 1: Partially observable Markov Decision Process
Accordingly, partially observable MDP (POMDP) is designed for this case. A POMDP
assumes that the model dynamics are determined by an MDP, but the agent cannot directly observe
the underlying states. Instead of directly using the states as MDP does, POMDP uses a surrogate
state such as probability distribution over the set of possible states (23) and belief state (24). Figure
1 shows the graphical model of POMDP. There exist the latent unobservable states s∗ ∈ S∗. We can
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only partially recognize s∗ through the observation o ∈ O. By using o, we have to guess the latent
state. This guess, or the belief state, is represented in s ∈ S.
As a result, instead of four variables of MDP, POMAP uses (O,S,A,T,R), where O rep-
resents the set of possible observations. The belief state, s is estimated based on the sequence of
o. In TrajGAIL, O is defined as the ID of links in the road network and two virtual tokens that
represent the start and the end of a trip (Start,End).
si = f (o1, ...,oi) s ∈ S,o ∈ O (6)
si = sˆ∗i ≈ s∗i (7)
We define the link transition as actions. In (21), the set of actions includes all possible link
transitions, which result in large action space. For simplicity, we define [< Straight >,< Le f t >
,< Right >,< End >] as an action space. < Straight >, < Le f t >, and < Right > represent the
movement direction at the end of the link (at intersections), whereas < End > represents the end
of the trip.
To summarize, we formulate a partially observable Markov Decision Process to develop
a generative model for vehicle trajectories. The objective of the training is to produce optimal
actions based on the sequence of observations.
Model Framework
Preliminaries and Background - Imitation Learning
In this study, the imitation learning framework is used to develop generative model represented
in POMDP formulation. Imitation learning is a learning problem that aims to train a model that
can act like a given expert. Usually, the demonstration of decisions of the expert is given as a
training dataset. In this study, the expert corresponds to the vehicle trajectory dataset, so that
the model learns the decision making process of vehicle movements in a given road network.
There are mainly two categories of approaches in imitation learning: behavior cloning and inverse
reinforcement learning.
Behavior cloning considers the imitation learning problem as a supervised learning prob-
lem. In behavior cloning, given the expert demonstrations, the state and action sequence is divided
into independent state-action pairs. The biggest advantage of behavior cloning is simplicity. How-
ever, because of its simplicity, the model fails to make proper actions in complex tasks. Simple
generative models based on Markov Chain (7) and Recurrent Neural Networks (9, 20, 25) can be
classified into this category of imitation learning.
The inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) uses an indirect approach. When generating ex-
pert demonstrations, it is assumed that the experts follow certain rules known as a reward function.
The main idea of IRL is to learn this reward function to imitate the experts. It is called "inverse"
reinforcement learning because it learns the reward function that represents the experts’ decisions
from experts’ states and actions well, where reinforcement learning learns to generate states and
actions from a given reward function.
Given an expert policy piE , the objective function of IRL is represented as follows
IRL(piE) = argmin
r∈RS×A
(
−ψ(r)+RL(r)−EpiE [r(s,a)]
)
(8)
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where,
RL(r) = max
pi∈Π
(
H(pi)+Epi [r(s,a)]
)
(9)
where r is a reward function in the state-action dimension (RS×A), ψ(r) is the reward regularizer,
and H(pi) = Epi [− logpi(a|s)] is the causal entropy of the policy pi (19).
Here, it notes that RL(r) works as a generator and the optimal reward function IRL(piE)
works as a discriminator. This is similar to the generative adversarial networks proposed by (15),
which train a generative model G by solving minimax game with a discriminative classifier D.
min
G
max
D
(
Ex∼pdata(x)
[
logD(x)
]
+Ez∼pz(z)
[
log(1−D(G(z)))]) (10)
With a proper selection of the regularizer ψ(r), the IRL formulation can be transformed
into generative adversarial network formulation. (19) proposed generative adversarial imitation
learning (GAIL).
min
D
max
pi
(
Epi
[
logD(s,a)
]
+EpiE
[
log(1−D(s,a))]−λH(pi)) (11)
This equation can be solved by finding a saddle point (pi,D). To do so, function approx-
imations for pi and D should be introduced. Nowadays, deep neural networks are widely used
for function approximations. By computing the gradients of the objective function with respect
to the corresponding parameters of pi and D, it is possible to train both generator and discrimina-
tor through backpropagation. In the implementation, we usually take gradient steps for pi and D
alternatively until both networks converge.
TrajGAIL: Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning Framework for Vehicle Trajectory Genera-
tion
As mentioned in the previous sections, we use POMDP for problem formulation and GAIL for
modeling and training the generative model. Figure 2 shows the model framework of TrajGAIL.
The discriminator gives reward feedback to the generated vehicle trajectories until both converge.
The generator works as a reinforcement learning agent and the discriminator works as an inverse
reinforcement learning agent.
Most importantly, the first part of TrajGAIL is the generator. The main role of the generator
is to make realistic synthetic vehicle trajectories. The generator creates N trajectories by a policy
roll-out. A trajectory starts with the virtual token Start and by sequentially applying policy gener-
ator until the current observation reaches the other virtual token End. As our problem formulation
is POMDP, we must map the sequence of observations into the latent states. In (24) the author
suggests that the belief state can be computed recursively over time from the previous belief state
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FIGURE 2: The model framework of TrajGAIL
as shown in Eq. (12).
st(i) ∝ P(ot |s∗t = i)∑
j
T ( j,at−1, i)st−1( j) (12)
where s∗ is the actual state.
Eq. (12) is a combination of information from current observation (P(ot |s∗t )) and feedback
from previous computation (st−1). In (24), the author focused on the similarity between the struc-
ture of this equation and recurrent neural networks (RNN) , and suggested using RNN for belief
state estimation with mathematical derivation. Also, many previous studies on the next location
prediction problem suggest that the recurrent neural networks show great performance in embed-
ding sequence of locations into a vector (9, 20, 26). Accordingly, we use RNN embedding layer to
map the sequence of observations (link ID) to a belief state vector. Based on the belief state vector
(st), the policy generator calculates the probability of the next action (Ppi(a|st)). The next action is
sampled from a multinomial distribution with the probability (Ppi(a|st)). The next observation is
determined by the Next observation look-up table in the road network Environment, T (ot ,at ,ot+1).
This process continues until the current observation reaches the virtual token End.
In reinforcement learning, a value estimation function is often used to calculate the ex-
pected return of the actions at the current state. Here, we use a state-action value function Qpi(s,a).
The estimated value, or the estimate of expected return, is used as a coefficient when updating the
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policy generator. If the estimated value is large, the policy generator model is reinforced to give
more similar actions. This value estimation function is also a deep neural network, which is needed
to be trained. The value function is trained based on the value loss function Lvalue. We use a mean
squared error (MSE) loss between the value estimate (Qpi(s,a)) and the actual γ discounted return
(G(s,a)).
LValue = E
[(
Qpi(st ,at)−G(st ,at)
)2] (13)
= E
[(
Qpi(st ,at)− (R(st ,at)+ γ ·E[R(st+1,at+1)]+ γ2 ·E[R(st+2,at+2)]+ ...
)2]
(14)
= E
[(
Qpi(st ,at)− (R(st ,at)+ γ(E[R(st+1,at+1)]+ γ ·E[R(st+2,at+2)]+ ...)
)2]
(15)
= E
[(
Qpi(st ,at)− (R(st ,at)+ γ ·E[Qpi(st+1,at+1)])
)2] (16)
= E
[(
Qpi(st ,at)− (R(st ,at)+ γ ·∑pi(at+1|st+1) ·Qpi(st+1,at+1))
)2] (17)
We use the Policy Gradient Theorem (27) to update the policy generator. For any differen-
tiable θ -parameterized policy piθ , for any policy objective J(θ), the policy gradient is
∇θJθ) = E
[
∇θ logpiθ (s,a) ·Qpiθ (s,a)
]
(18)
We add an entropy maximization objective (21). As a result, we use the following equation
to update the parameters of the policy generator.
∇θLPolicy = E
[
∇θ logpiθ (s,a) ·Qpiθ (s,a)
]
−λ∇θH(piθ ) (19)
The second part of TrajGAIL is the discriminator. The discriminator solves classification
problem by distinguishing real vehicle trajectories from generated vehicle trajectories. As the gen-
erator makes improvements to make more realistic vehicle trajectories, the discriminator updates
its parameters to classify the generated trajectories from the real trajectories. This competition of
two neural networks is the fundamental concept of the generative adversarial learning framework.
The ω-parameterized discriminator is updated with the following gradient term.
∇ωLDiscrim = E(s,a)∼piθ
[
∇ω log(Dω(s,a))
]
+E(s,a)∼piE
[
∇ω log(1−Dω(s,a))
]
(20)
The reward function is defined as follows:
R(s,a) =− log(Dω(s,a)) (21)
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Figure 3 shows the schema of backpropagation. There are three different loss functions,
LPolicy, LValue, and LDiscrim with different purposes. Each loss is backpropagated to update only the
related parameters in the deep neural networks. The backpropagation route of each loss function
is indicated in three colors.
All implementations of the model and the training algorithm is available at https://
github.com/benchoi93/TrajGAIL.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Data
It is important to select the right dataset to evaluate the performance of TrajGAIL. As a result,
two datasets are selected with different pattern complexity. The first dataset is a virtual vehicle
trajectory dataset generated by the traffic assignment algorithm of the traffic simulator, AIMSUN.
The second dataset includes the data collected by the digital tachograph (DTG) installed in taxis
operating in Gangnam District in Seoul, South Korea.
The AIMSUN simulator uses dynamic traffic assignment (28) to select an appropriate route
for each vehicle. There are five different route choice models we can select: Binomial, C-Logit,
Proportional, Multinomial Logit, and Fixed. The first four algorithms use a predefined cost func-
tion and sample a route with corresponding random distribution. The last algorithm only considers
the travel time in free flow condition and make greedy choices, in which most of the vehicles use
FIGURE 3: Back propagation schema of TrajGAIL. Red arrows for policy loss, green arrows for
value loss, and blue arrows for discriminator loss.
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FIGURE 4: Simulated traffic network in AIMSUN environment. The locations of origin and
destination is shown in the figure.
one particular route.
The first dataset consists of data with three different demand patterns. The first demand
pattern is called "Single-OD" pattern. The Single-OD pattern has only one origin source and
one destination sink as shown in Figure 4. The origin source is connected to the Link 252 and the
destination sink is connected to the Link 442. There are six possible shortest path route candidates.
The second and third demand patterns use multiple origins and destinations. In these cases,
(a) One way Multi-OD
(b) Two way Multi-OD
FIGURE 5: Multi-OD demand patterns. Blue arrows indicates the major demand flows.
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the vehicle sources are connected to all 12 links that are located at the outside of the network and
the directions are towards the inside of the network (Link 252, 273, 298, 302, 372, 443, 441, 409,
430, 392, 321, 245). All 12 links located at the outside of the network with the directions towards
the outside of the network (Link 253, 276, 301, 299, 376, 447, 442, 400, 420, 393, 322, 246) are
connected to the vehicle sinks. There can be 132 origin-destination pairs, excluding direct U-turns
from the origin, Link 245 to Link 246 for example. We select a few pairs as a major demand flows
among these origin-destination pairs,. The second demand pattern is called "One way Multi-OD"
pattern. The major demand flows are from the links at the left side (Link 245, 321, 392) to the
links at the right side (Link 299, 376, 447) as shown in the Figure 5a. The major flows include all
combinations of the origins (at the left side) and destinations (at the right side). The third demand
pattern is called "Two way Multi-OD" pattern. In "Two way Multi-OD" pattern, the flows from
the links at the right side (Link 302, 372, 443) to the links at the left side (Link 246, 322, 393) is
added to the One way Multi-OD pattern as shown in Figure 5b.
The second dataset is collected by the DTG installed in taxis. The taxis operating in Seoul
city is installed with digital tachographs (DTG) and collect the driving records such as position (in
longitude and latitude), speed, and passenger occupancy.
By linking the data points with same taxi ID in chronological order, raw data points are
transformed into a taxi trajectory dataset. Then, we searched for taxis that passed Gangnam district
to make a taxi trajectory dataset of Gangnam district. Then, the taxi trajectories are separated into
sub-trajectories depending on the passenger ID. As a result, the origin and destination of the taxi
vehicle trajectory represent the passenger demand in Gangnam District, and the routing patterns
represent the route choice behaviors of taxi drivers. As mentioned in Problem Formulation, the
taxi trajectory data is converted into link sequences through map matching algorithm in (29). We
only used the main links (shown in Figure 6) in Gangnam district for simplicity.
Baseline Models
We tested TrajGAIL against three baseline models:
Mobility Markov Chain
Mobility Markov Chain (MMC) (7) is one of the earliest model for next location prediction prob-
lem based on the Markov model. MMC models the behavior of each vehicle trajectory as a discrete
stochastic process, where the probability of the moving to a next location depends on the previous
link observation.
P(onext = i|oprev = j) = N(onext = i|oprev = j)∑∀k∈O N(onext = k|oprev = j)
(22)
where N(onext = i|oprev = j) is the number of occurrences in the expert dataset that the expert
moves from j to i
Recurrent Neural Network model for Next Location Prediction
Several previous researches (9, 20, 25) on the next location prediction problem suggest that re-
current neural networks show good performance in predicting next location by learning spatio-
temporal features of trajectory data. When a vehicle trajectory is given, RNN cells repeatedly
process and calculate the hidden state. The RNN cells decide which information to keep and
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FIGURE 6: Main links in Gangnam district (Map data Âl’2020 SK Telecom)
which information to forget. The RNN cell, then, calculates the probability of the next location.
The cross-entropy loss is used to calculate the estimation error.
When RNN model is used as generative model, an input vector, starting with virtual token
< Start >, is passed through RNN to compute the predictive probability over possible next loca-
tions. One location is sampled with multinomial distribution and the sampled next location is used
as the next input vector. The procedure continues until the current location reaches the virtual to-
ken < End > representing end of the trip. In this study, we use Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
(30) for RNN cell.
Maximum Entropy Inverse Reinforcement Learning
Maximum Entropy IRL (MaxEnt) (21) is one of the most widely-used IRL model. MaxEnt uses
an probabilistic approach based on the principle of maximum entropy to resolve the ambiguity
in choosing distributions over decisions. MaxEnt uses a linear reward function for simplicity,
and use training strategy of matching feature expectations between observed expert policy and the
learner’s behavior. In (21), the feature expectation is expressed in terms of expected state visitation
frequency, meaning that the MaxEnt model calculates the expected number of visitation at each
state (link in this study), and match it with the actual number of visitation in the expert dataset.
In this study, we extend the idea of matching state visitation to matching state-action visitations.
We call the original MaxEnt model using state visitation frequence MaxEnt(SVF), and the new one
using state-action visitation frequency MaxEnt(SAVF).
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Result
TrajGAIL and the baseline models are tested in various aspects with different performance mea-
sures. Two different levels of evaluations are defined. The first one is dataset-level evaluation and
the second one is trajectory-level evaluation.
Dataset-level Evaluation
In the dataset-level evaluation, the statistical similarity between the generated vehicle trajectory
dataset and the real vehicle trajectory dataset is assessed. There are many variables to be consid-
ered for statistical similarity such as length, origin, destination, origin-destination pair, and route.
Among these variables, route is the most difficult variable to match. A route contains all of the
other variables, including length, origin, and destination of an urban vehicle trajectory. If a gener-
ative model can match distribution of the routes, it can match any other variables.
Each model generate a synthetic vehicle trajectory dataset with a large number of urban
vehicle trajectories. For all unique route that occurred in the real dataset, the number of occur-
rences in the synthetic dataset is counted. The trajectories with routes that did not occurred in the
real dataset is counted as "unknown" trajectories. The route counts are divided by the number of
trajectories to make route frequency. The route frequency, or the empirical probability distribution
of routes, of synthetic dataset is compared with that of the real dataset. In this study, to measure
the similarity of two probability distributions, we use Jensen-Shannon distance (DJS).
The Jensen-Shannon distance is a widely-used distance metric for two probability distribu-
tions. Given two discrete probability distributions p and q, the Jensen-Shannon distance (dJS) is
defined as follows:
dJS(p,q) =
√
DJS(p,q) =
√√√√DKL(p|| p+q2 )+DKL(q|| p+q2 )
2
(23)
where DJS is the Jensen-Shannon divergence, and DKL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Kullback-
Leibler divergence from q to p, DKL(p||q), is defined as:
DKL(p||q) = E
[
log(pi)− log(qi)
]
=∑
i
pi log
pi
qi
(24)
DKL(p||q) is also known as the relative entropy of p with respect to q. Since DKL is an
asymmetric similarity measure, it cannot be used as a distance metric. As a result, dJS, a modified
form of DKL, is often used to measure distance between two probability distributions. dJS is ranges
from 0 to 1. dJS = 0 represents that the synthetic dataset has probability distribution identical to
the real dataset, and dJS = 1 represents that two statistical distributions are totally different.
Table 1 shows the result of Jensen-Shannon distance (dJS) tested with different models.
With Single-OD datasets, all models except MaxEnt(SVF) shows good result with dJS less than
0.1. The Jensen-Shannon distance, dJS, of MaxEnt(SVF) is fairly bigger compared to other models.
This is because MaxEnt(SVF) is trained to minimize the state visitation frequency. On the contrary,
MaxEnt(SAVF) shows similar results with other models, which is trained to minimize the state-
action visitation frequency. This implies that matching the state visitation frequency may not be
enough to train a generative model. Similarly to MaxEnt(SAVF), the discriminator of TrajGAIL
calculates the immediate reward based on the current state and the sampled action. This works
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TABLE 1: Jensen-Shannon distance (dJS) of Route Distribution
Dataset Demand Type MMC RNN MaxEnt(SVF) MaxEnt(SAVF) TrajGAIL
SingleOD Binomial 0.0866 0.0606 0.0903 0.0748 0.0916
SingleOD C-Logit 0.0381 0.0527 0.1145 0.0650 0.0275
SingleOD Proportional 0.0192 0.0599 0.2364 0.0568 0.0274
SingleOD Logit 0.0448 0.0526 0.1011 0.0683 0.0284
SingleOD Fixed 0.0038 0.0153 0.0594 0.0490 0.0311
One-way MultiOD Binomial 0.2822 0.2446 0.5234 0.3813 0.2125
One-way MultiOD C-Logit 0.3032 0.2501 0.4666 0.3874 0.1987
One-way MultiOD Proportional 0.2988 0.2604 0.5044 0.3825 0.2059
One-way MultiOD Logit 0.3375 0.2799 0.4531 0.3893 0.2163
One-way MultiOD Fixed 0.3763 0.1747 0.5529 0.4629 0.1791
Two-way MultiOD Binomial 0.3018 0.3005 0.5011 0.4042 0.2062
Two-way MultiOD C-Logit 0.3328 0.2587 0.4986 0.4409 0.2072
Two-way MultiOD Proportional 0.3430 0.2739 0.4801 0.4388 0.2090
Two-way MultiOD Logit 0.3375 0.2833 0.5815 0.4337 0.2021
Two-way MultiOD Fixed 0.3763 0.1783 0.5694 0.4981 0.1694
Gangnam DTG 0.4701 0.5823 0.7098 0.5558
similar to matching state-action visitation frequency. MMC shows relatively low dJS especially
with Proportional and Fixed demand patterns. This is a surprising result considering the simplicity
of the MMC model.
Since the Multi-OD datasets are much more complex than the Single-OD datasets, all mod-
els show an increase in dJS. The increase rate is significantly large in the MaxEnt models. This
is because the MaxEnt models use a linear reward function so that the prediction capability of
these models are not good enough compared to other models. Also, it is noticeable that RNN and
TrajGAIL show better results compared to other models. Both use recurrent neural networks to
use sequential information for predictions. The performance of TrajGAIL is noticeably better than
the other models. This is because TrajGAIL uses sequential embedding of visited locations and
reward function from the discriminator.
In Table 1, there is a tendency that dJS increases as the complexity of the dataset increases.
Information entropy is one way to measure the complexity of a dataset. Based on the information
entropy, we define link transition entropy to represent the complexity of a given vehicle trajectory
dataset. The link transition entropy is defined as follows:
H(D) =
1
|L| ∑li∈L
(
∑
l j∈L
−P(l j|li) logP(l j|li)
)
(25)
where H(D) is the link transition entropy of the vehicle trajectory dataset D, L is a set of possible
links in D, and P(l j|li) is an empirical probability that a vehicle moves from link li to link l j.
Figure 7 shows the relationship between the link transition entropy and the Jensen-Shannon
distance of route distribution from each model. In the figure, the entropy-distance results of each
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model are fitted into a linear model. The slope of the linear model is defined as the complexity
sensitivity of each model. A model with a high complexity sensitivity has difficulties in learning
the trajectory patterns from a dataset with high entropy. However, a model with a low complexity
sensitivity can learn the patterns regardless of the complexity of the dataset.
The results in Figure 7 show that TrajGAIL shows the best result in terms of complexity
sensitivity followed by RNN and MMC. Two MaxEnt models show higher complexity sensitivity
than the other three models.
Trajectory-level Evaluation
In trajectory-level evaluation, we measure how each generated vehicle trajectory is similar to the
real trajectory. Two widely used evaluation metrics in sequence modeling is used to evaluate the
similarity: BLEU score (31) and METEOR score (32).
In the next location prediction problem, it is common that authors use the expected next
location prediction probability to measure the performance of the model. For example, in (9), a
complementary cumulative distribution function of the probability is used to measure how accu-
rately the model predicts the next 1, 2, or 3 consecutive cells. While this measure is intuitive and
easy to interpret, there is a drawback in this method. It only considers element-wise prediction
accuracy and does not take the whole sequence into account. The element-wise performance mea-
sures can be sensitive to small local mispredictions and tend to underestimate the performance of
the model. As such, this study employs a BLEU score and MET EOR score that consider the whole
sequence. They are more robust and accurate as a performance measure for sequence modeling.
BLEU is one of the most widely used metrics in natural language processing and sequence-
to-sequence modeling. When reference sequences are given, BLEU scans through the sequence
and check if the generated sequence contains identical chunks, or a contiguous sequence of n
elements, which are found in the reference sequences. Here, BLEU uses a modified form of
FIGURE 7: Relationship between link transition entropy and the Jensen-Shannon distance.
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precision to compare a reference sequence and a candidate sequence by clipping. For the generated
sequence, the number of each chunk is clipped to a maximum count (mmax) to avoid generating the
same chunks to get a higher score.
Pn =
∑i∈C min(mi,mi,max)
wt
(26)
where n is the number of elements considered as a chunk. C is a set of unique chunks in the
generated sequence. mi is the number of occurrences of the chunk i in the generated sequence.
And mi,max is the maximum number of occurrences of the chunk i in one reference sequence. And
wt is the total number of chunks in the generated sequence.
The BLEUn score is defined as a multiplication of the geometric mean of Pn and a brevity
penalty. A brevity penalty is used to prevent very short candidates from receiving too high score.
BLEUn = min
(
1,
Lgen
Lre f ,close
)
·
( n
∏
i=1
Pi
) 1
n (27)
where Lgen represents the length of generated sequence, and Lre f ,close represents the length of a
reference sequence that has the closest length to the generated sequence.
MET EOR (32) is originally designed as an evaluation metric for machine translation. It
has the capability of measuring similarities in terms of both the occurrences of trajectory elements
and the alignment of the elements in a trajectory.
MET EOR first creates an alignment matching between the generated sequence and the ref-
erence sequence. The alignment matching is a set of mappings between the most similar sequence
element. Since it is often used for natural language processing, here, the most similar sequence
element refers to the exact match, synonyms, and the stems of words. In this study, it is difficult to
define the "similar" observation and state, so we only use the exact match in the alignment match-
ing. In alignment matching, Every cell in the candidate sequence should be mapped to zero or one
cell in the reference sequence. MET EOR chooses an alignment with the most mappings and the
fewest crosses (fewer intersection between mappings). Based on the chosen alignment, a penalty
term is calculated as follows:
p = 0.5
( c
wmap
)3
(28)
where c is the number of chunks of elements with no crossings, and wmap is the number of elements
that have been mapped.
Then, we calculate the weighted harmonic mean between precision P and recall R with a
ratio of the weights, 1:9.
Fmean =
10
1
P +
9
R
=
10PR
R+9P
(29)
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where P = mwgen and R =
m
wre f
. m is the number of a sequence element in generated sequence that
is also found in the reference sequence. wgen and wre f is the number of elements in the generated
and reference sequence, respectively.
Finally, the MET EOR score, M, is defined as follows:
M = Fmean(1− p) (30)
For each model, 1000 synthetic trajectories are generated for score evaluation. In Figure 8,
the score results are shown in the box plots. The upper and lower bound of the box plot represents
the median and the mean of the score result.
When the models are tested with Single-OD datasets, the result shows that all 5 models
show good result in most cases. MaxEnt(SV F) shows some low scores compared to other models,
but in most cases, all models have score greater than 0.99.
As explored in Trajectory-level Evaluation, as the complexity of dataset increase, the per-
formance of the model decrease. In Figure 8, MMC, MaxEnt(SVF), MaxEnt(SAVF) show de-
creases in both scores when tested with "One way Multi-OD" datasets and "Two way Multi-OD"
datasets. However, RNN and TrajGAIL (second and fifth boxes) do not show decrease in the
scores. In fact, both models received perfect score, except for few cases (less than 10 trajectories
out of 1000 trajectories). This means that the generated vehicle trajectories are identical to one of
the trajectories in the real trajectory dataset.
Combining the result discussed above and the result from Trajectory-level Evaluation, it
notes that although RNN produce realistic vehicle trajectories, the distribution of routes does not
match the real vehicle trajectory dataset. RNN is overestimating some routes and underestimating
some other routes. In contrast, TrajGAIL can produce realistic vehicle trajectories with more
accurate route distribution.
Although when looked in details, the generator of TrajGAIL is similar to the RNN model,
the TrajGAIL showed better performance. The difference comes in how the training procedure is
designed for each model. RNN model is trained to minimize the cross-entropy loss between the
predicted next location probability and the real next location as label. Based on the previously
visited locations, RNN is trained to predict the next location without considering the rest of the
trip. However, TrajGAIL uses the reward function from the discriminator and the value estimator
to consider the rest of the trip. The reward function from the discriminator represents how current
state and action is realistic. Moreover, the value estimator calculates the γ-discounted cumulative
rewards which represents how the remaining states and actions are going to be realistic. By using
this two functions as side information, the generator can learn the underlying distribution of the
given trajectory dataset.
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FIGURE 8: BLEU and MET EOR score result of the generated vehicle trajectories of each model.
CONCLUSION
In this study, a generative adversarial imitation learning framework for urban vehicle trajectory
generation, TrajGAIL, is proposed. In TrajGAIL, the movement decisions of drivers in a urban
road network is defined as a partially observable Markov decision process. Then, the generative
adversarial imitation learning is used to learn the underlying reward function of the given trajectory
dataset.
The performance of the model is evaluated on different datasets with different traffic de-
mand patterns against three baseline models from previous studies. The evaluation is divided into
two levels: dataset-level evaluation and trajectory-level evaluation. In dataset-level evaluation, the
statistical similarity between the generated vehicle trajectory dataset and the real vehicle trajectory
dataset is measured and analyzed. The Jensen-Shannon distance is used to measure the dissimi-
larity of two datasets. In the result, TrajGAIL showed good performance compared to other three
models. In addition, the relationship between the complexity of a data and the performance of
each model is analyzed. The relationship is defined in terms of complexity sensitivity, and the
results show that TrajGAIL has the smallest complexity sensitivity. In trajectory-level evaluation,
the generated vehicle trajectories are evaluated in terms of BLEU and METEOR, two most widely
used scores in sequence modelling. The result shows that TrajGAIL can generate realistic vehicle
trajectories with accurate route distribution.
Although the decision process of vehicle trajectory is assumed as a partially observable
Markov decision process, there are more variables that can be observed other than the current
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position of a vehicle. The traffic demand and the route assignment in a urban road network depends
on the current time and current traffic states in the road network. For example, in (20), attention-
based RNN model is proposed to improve the prediction accuracy by incorporating network traffic
state into next location prediction. Similarly, by using more information, it is possible to improve
the performance of the TrajGAIL model.
There are several ways to use additional information in TrajGAIL. As presented in (20),
attention mechanism is one way to give network traffic state information to trajectory generator.
When the model predicts the next location, the trajectory generator attends to the traffic states of
certain locations in the road network, as human drivers use traffic state information from navigation
software. The attention mechanism can be also used for TrajGAIL in the future studies.
Also, another way is to use conditional-GAN (cGAN) (33) and conditional GAIL (cGAIL).
The cGAN and cGAIL used a predefined "conditions" of each data. For example, in the case of
vehicle trajectory generation, one example of the conditions can be "origin" locations. The model
use the origin location as an additional information in training, and the model generates synthetic
vehicle trajectories that are similar to the real trajectories with the same origin location. While
cGAN and cGAIL are supervised way of giving information, the infoGAN (34) and infoGAIL
(35) are unsupervised way of giving information. The infoGAN and infoGAIL discover the salient
semantic features of the data distribution and guide the generating process. A regularization term is
introduced to maximize the mutual information between latent conditions. By using the framework
of infoGAN and infoGAIL, it is possible to build an end-to-end model that fully understands latent
conditions such as origin, destination and time-varying traffic demands.
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